Interface-disrupting amino acids establish specificity between T cell receptors and complexes of major histocompatibility complex and peptide.
T cell receptors (TCRs) bind complexes of cognate major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and peptide at relatively low affinities (1-200 microM). Nevertheless, TCR-MHC-peptide interactions are usually specific for the peptide and the allele encoding the MHC. Here we show that to escape thymocyte negative selection, TCRs must interact with many of the side chains of MHC-peptide complexes as 'hot spots' for TCR binding. Moreover, even when the 'parental' side chain did not contribute binding affinity, some MHC-peptide residues contributed to TCR specificity, as amino acid substitutions substantially reduced binding affinity. The presence of such 'interface-disruptive' side chains helps to explain how TCRs generate specificity at low-affinity interfaces and why TCRs often 'accommodate' a subset of amino acids at a given MHC-peptide position.